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Anxiety disorders are commonly associated with increased generalization of fear from a stress- or trauma-associated environment to a
neutral context or environment. Differences in context-associated memory in males and females may contribute to increased susceptibility
to anxiety disorders in women. Here we examined sex differences in context fear generalization and its neural correlates. We observed
stronger context fear conditioning and more generalization of fear to a similar context in females than males. In addition, context
preexposure increased fear conditioning in males and decreased generalization in females. Accordingly, males showed stronger cFos
activity in dorsal hippocampus during memory retrieval and context generalization, whereas females showed preferential recruitment of
basal amygdala. Together, these findings are consistent with previous research showing that hippocampal activity correlates with reduced
context fear generalization. Differential competition between hippocampus and amygdala-dependent processes may thus contribute to sex
differences in retrieval of context fear and greater generalization of fear-associated memory.
Neuropsychopharmacology (2017) 42, 397–407; doi:10.1038/npp.2016.174; published online 12 October 2016
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INTRODUCTION

Women are more susceptible to disorders of fear and anxiety
than men, with the prevalence of anxiety disorders and
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) two- to three-fold
higher in women (Kessler et al, 1995, 2012). Whereas normal
fear responses are triggered by trauma-associated contexts, in
disorders such as PTSD, fear is also elicited in neutral or safe
contexts (Kindt, 2014; Lissek et al, 2010, 2014; Lopresto et al,
2015). Excessive generalization of fear may contribute to
increased susceptibility to disorders of fear and anxiety.
Therefore, in this project we examined whether females show
stronger generalization of context fear, and how neural
correlates of retrieval and generalization differ between
females and males.
One potential mechanism for generalization of context-

dependent fear is the failure to learn a complete representa-
tion of a context associated with an aversive event, resulting
in an inability to distinguish between a dangerous context
and a neutral place (Rudy and O’Reilly, 1999; Westbrook
et al, 1994). Alternatively, failure to retrieve detailed context
information at remote timepoints also results in increased
generalization of fear (Wiltgen and Silva, 2007; Wiltgen et al,
2010). Separate studies have demonstrated that females have
slower acquisition of context representations (Wiltgen et al,
2001), more rapid loss of context specificity with time (Lynch
et al, 2013), and are less adept at pattern separation

compared with males (Yagi et al, 2015). Therefore, altered
formation or retrieval of context representations in females
may result in increased generalization of context fear
memories.
Learning about context is a critical contributor to sex

differences in context fear conditioning, where males are
reported as showing stronger context fear conditioning
(Maren et al, 1994; Mizuno et al, 2012; Gresack et al, 2009)
and more activation of hippocampus (Gresack et al, 2009;
Kudo et al, 2004; Maren et al, 1994) during acquisition and
consolidation of context fear conditioning compared with
females. Given the role of dorsal hippocampus in context
representations (Biedenkapp and Rudy, 2007; Wiltgen et al,
2010; Zelikowsky et al, 2014), and the requirement of context
representation for context fear conditioning (Barrientos et al,
2002), these findings suggest that males have stronger
encoding of context representations and thus more precise
context fear memory.
In contrast, additional studies demonstrate that sex

differences in context fear conditioning are more complex
than a failure of females to acquire context representations or
context–shock associations. First, there is limited evidence
for stronger fear conditioning in males compared with
females. Many studies fail to show sex differences in context
fear conditioning (Dachtler et al, 2011; Kosten et al, 2006), or
only observe sex differences under specific experimental
conditions such as very short context exposures (Wiltgen
et al, 2001) or in specific strains (Pryce et al, 1999). Other
studies show stronger context fear conditioning in females
(Moore et al, 2010; Ris et al, 2005), or do not use sex as a
variable in analyses (Temme et al, 2014). Second, sex
differences in retrieval of fear-associated memories suggest
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that this process, and not memory formation, causes
differential fear responses at test. In females, for example,
hippocampal estradiol causes decreased retrieval of
hippocampal-dependent memory (Lynch et al, 2014),
whereas in males testosterone suppressed amygdala activa-
tion (Chen et al, 2014). This pattern of results suggests that
females shift away from hippocampal processing during
retrieval of fear-associated memories, and males shift toward
hippocampal processing. Given competition between hippo-
campus and basal amygdala in context fear conditioning
(Biedenkapp and Rudy, 2009) and the importance of basal
amygdala in context fear conditioning (Amano et al, 2012;
Jin and Maren, 2015; Matus-Amat et al, 2007), females might
shift toward basal amygdala activation during memory
retrieval. Sex-biased patterns of hippocampus and amygdala
mechanisms during retrieval may thereby result in greater
generalization of context fear in females compared
with males.
Here we examined whether males and females differ in

foreground context fear conditioning and context general-
ization, as well as how the sexes differ in activation of
hippocampus and basal amygdala after memory retrieval.
We used foreground context fear conditioning alone to
examine sex differences in generalization, and context fear
conditioning after preexposure to the training context to
manipulate the strength of context representations. To
control for nonspecific effects of handling and exploration
of a novel context on context generalization, we used
preexposure to a similar context. We demonstrated that in
context fear conditioning alone, females exhibited stronger
fear conditioning and more generalization of context fear
than males. Preexposure to the training context reduced
generalization in females. In addition, we observed weaker
cFos activation in dorsal hippocampus, and stronger
activation in basal amygdala during memory retrieval in
females compared with males.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

The 9-week-old C57BL/6 mice (72 males, 73 females) from
Envigo (Indianapolis, IN) were individually housed through-
out experiments with standard diet and water ad libitum.
Individual housing in males is required to reduce fighting-
induced stress (Meakin et al, 2013), and is consistent with
both previous fear conditioning studies (see, eg, Van
Craenendonck and Ver Donck, 2014; Radulovic et al, 1998;
Tanaka et al, 2014; Tronson et al, 2009) and University of
Michigan Institutional Care and use Committee policies on
management of fighting in mice, and does not increase
variance in either sex (Prendergast et al, 2014). Because of
independent social structures of both male and female mice
(Becker and Koob, 2016), individual housing is ecologically
appropriate for both sexes. The colony room was adjacent to
behavioral testing rooms and maintained at 20± 2 °C with a
12 h 0700 : 1900 h light/dark cycle (lights on at 0700 h). All
mice were acclimated to the colony room for at least 7 days
before experiments began. All experimenters in this study
were women (Sorge et al, 2014). The University of Michigan
Committee on the Use and Care of Animals approved all
experimental methods performed in this research.

Apparatus

Training and testing conditions were performed in con-
ditioning chambers (9 3/4′′× 12 3/4′′ × 9 3/4′′; MedAssoci-
ates, VT), enclosed in sound-attenuating cubicles, equipped
with a NIR camera (VID-CAM-MONO-2A). Grid floor rods
were connected to a shock generator. Male and female mice
were tested in separate chambers and chambers were cleaned
between each animal with either 70% ethanol or 1% acetic
acid. Video Freeze software (MedAssociates) automatically
scored freezing and locomotor activity. Two experimenters,
blind to experimental conditions, hand scored freezing to
verify automatic scoring.
Three different contexts were used: (1) Training context:

context A (CxtA) consisted of a rectangular box with white
walls, lights on, an evenly sized grid floor (36 stainless steel
rods, 1/8′′ diameter, spaced 1/4′′ apart), and 70% ethanol
odor. (2) Generalization context: context B (CxtB) had
curved white walls, house lights off, the same floors, and
ethanol odor as in CxtA. (3) Distinct context: context C
(CxtC) consisted of black angled walls, house lights off,
staggered grid floors with alternating 1/8′′ and 3/16′′ grid
rods, and 1% acetic acid odor.

Context Fear Conditioning

Foreground context fear conditioning was conducted as
previously described (Tronson et al, 2009). Briefly, mice were
placed in CxtA for 3 min, followed by delivery of a 2 s,
0.8 mA footshock. Mice were then replaced in their home
cage and returned to the colony room.

Retrieval and Generalization Tests

At 24 h after training, mice were placed into CxtA or CxtB
for 3 min and immediately returned to the colony room.
Freezing was assessed during this time. Mice were retested at
24 h intervals first in the reverse context (CxtB or CxtA) and
subsequently in CxtC (ie, test order ABC or BAC; Figure 1).
All behavioral experiments used a group size of n= 8 males
and n= 8 females per test order.

Context Preexposure

To determine whether prior exposure to training or test
contexts decreased generalization, mice were placed in either
CxtA (Figure 2) or CxtB (Figure 3) for 10 min and returned
to their home cage. At 24 h after context exposure, mice were
fear conditioned in CxtA and tested in CxtA, B, and C, as
described above.

Estrous Cycle

Estrous samples were collected at approximately the same
time each day, 1 h before behavioral experiments. To
determine estrous phase in female mice, wet vaginal smears
were taken in 5 μl of distilled deionized water. Fluid was
pipetted 3–4 times and dropped on slides. Light microscopy
was used to assess vaginal cytology and determine estrous
stage (Caligioni, 2009).
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Discrimination Score (DS)

We calculated a DS to compare context generalization across
experiments, taking into account variability in freezing. We
used the following formula: (CxtA−CxtB)/(CxtA−CxtC),
where CxtA, CxtB, and CxtC represent freezing in each
context. This formula compares the difference in freezing in
the similar contexts (CxtA and CxtB) with difference in
freezing in distinct contexts (CxtA and CxtC). Because others
have demonstrated good discrimination between two
distinctive contexts (eg, Cxts A and C) (Wiltgen et al,
2010), freezing in CxtC represents freezing to nonspecific
factors including transportation and handling (Rudy and
O’Reilly, 2001) that trigger some retrieval of prior experience
and thus small increases in freezing. In addition, experi-
mentally, tests in CxtC controlled for different levels of
freezing between the sexes in a novel context. Including these
data in the discrimination score performs the same function
mathematically.

cFos Immunohistochemical Analysis

Mice were deeply anesthetized (avertin, 480 mg/kg, i.p.) and
transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde 1 h after

fear conditioning (naive: n= 4 per sex, fear conditioning:
male n= 4, female n= 5), or after retrieval in CxtA or CxtB
(naive n= 4, CxtA n= 6, CxtB: n= 6 per sex). Standard
immunohistochemistry protocols were used, as previously
described (Tronson et al, 2009). Briefly, sections were
incubated with anti-cFos (EMD Millipore; 1 : 6250), goat
anti-mouse secondary (VectorLabs; 1 : 200), and DAB
chromogen (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO). Quantification
of cFos+ cells was conducted by investigators blind to
experimental group in the following brain regions: hippo-
campal CA1, CA3, DG, and basal amygdala (BA that
included both basolateral and basomedial amygdala; see
Amano et al, 2012). Sections for all brain regions were cut at
40 μM and selected at the same level (−1.79 mm AP relative
to bregma, Paxinos and Franklin, 2013). Regions for
quantification were defined by ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda,
MD) and held constant across animals. cFos+ counts were
normalized to the number of cells in naive animals.

Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS v23.
Three-way repeated measures ANOVA (Context ×Order ×
Sex) was used to determine sex differences in generalization

Figure 1 Females show more generalization of context fear than males. (a) Experimental design. (b) Females showed significantly greater freezing than
males in the training context (CxtA), and more generalization to CxtB. Both males and females showed low levels of freezing in CxtC. There was no difference
in freezing between different test orders (ABC, white background; BAC, dotted background). (c) Males (striped bars) had higher discrimination scores (DS)
than females (white bars). Error bars represent SEM. *Po0.05, **Po0.01, ***Po0.001 cf CxtA. #Po0.05, ##Po0.01 cf females.

Figure 2 Preexposure to CxtA reduces generalization of context fear in females. (a) Experimental design. (b) Preexposure to CxtA effectively reduced
context generalization to CxtB in females, only with ABC test order (ABC, white background; BAC, dotted background). Males showed increased freezing in
CxtA compared with non-preexposed males (Po0.001). (c) Both males (striped bars) and females (white bars) showed strong discrimination when tested first
in CxtA (ABC test order), whereas BAC females showed significantly more generalization. Error bars represent SEM. *Po0.05, ***Po0.001 cf CxtA.
^Po0.05, cf ABC test order.
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of context fear. Separate two-way analyses were conducted
on the discrimination score (Sex ×Order), and to compare
discrimination scores or freezing of females and males
between experiments (Sex × Preexposure). For cFos experi-
ments we used two-way (Sex ×Context) ANOVA to
determine sex differences in cFos+ cells after retrieval or
consolidation of context fear. A two-way multivariate
ANOVA (Estrous × Preexposure) was used to determine
the effect of estrous on context fear conditioning. The post
hoc tests with Bonferroni corrections for multiple tests were
used to further examine significant effects in each experi-
ment. The 95% confidence intervals are reported for post hoc
tests. Partial η2 (ηp

2) is reported as effect size estimate (0.01,
0.06, and 0.14 as small, medium, and large, respectively), as
calculated by SPSS.

RESULTS

Sex Differences in Context Fear Conditioning

After single trial context fear conditioning, females showed
more freezing in the training context (CxtA) compared with
males (Figure 1b) (Sex: F(1, 28)= 12.29, P= 0.002, ηp

2 = 0.31;
ABC: P= 0.041 (95% CI: 0.86–39.14); BAC: P= 0.027 (95%
CI: 2.61–40.89)).

Estrous Cycle Did Not Affect Context Fear Conditioning

Context fear conditioning in females was not affected by
estrous phase on training day. In the context fear condition-
ing alone condition, females showed similar freezing in CxtA
(F(3, 12)= 1.50, P= 0.265), CxtB (F(3, 12)= 1.06, P= 0.40), or
CxtC (F(3, 12)= 1.04, P= 0.41) regardless of estrous phase
(proestrous n= 3, estrous n= 4, metestrous n= 5, diestrous
n= 4). To ensure adequate statistical power, we examined the
impact of estrous cycle across all behavioral experiments.
Freezing was not affected by estrous at training in any test
context (Main Effect Estrous: CxtA: F(3, 48)= 0.643, P= 0.59,
CxtB: F(3, 48) = 1.873, P= 0.152; CxtC: F(3, 48)= 0.28, P= 0.84)
or in any preexposure condition (Preexposure × Estrous
interaction, CxtA: F(6, 48)= 0.76, P= 0.61; CxtB: F(6, 48)
= 1.74, P= 0.14; CxtC: F(6, 48)= 1.31, P= 0.28).

Sex Differences in Generalization of Context Fear

Females showed greater generalization of fear between CxtA
and CxtB compared with males (Context × Sex interaction:
F(2, 56)= 5.62, Po0.003, ηp

2 = 0.17), with similar freezing
levels in CxtA and CxtB regardless of test order
(ABC: P= 0.073; BAC: P= 0.104), and significantly less
freezing in CxtC (ABC: Po0.0001 (95% CI: 26.52–49.73);
BAC: Po0.0001 (95% CI: 24.02–47.23); Figure 1b). In
contrast, males showed good discrimination of context fear
with significantly less freezing in CxtB (ABC: P= 0.001 (95%
CI: 4.27–28.98); BAC: P= 0.029 (95% CI: 1.52–26.23)) and
less freezing in CxtC (ABC: P= 0.003 (95% CI: 6.52–29.73);
BAC: Po0.0001 (95% CI: 17.39–40.61)) compared with
CxtA (Figure 1b).
Both males and females showed low levels of freezing in

CxtC, and this did not differ between the sexes
(ABC: P= 1.00 (95% CI: − 15.76 to 15.76); BAC P= 0.06
(95% CI: − 0.64 to 30.89); Figure 1b). Generalization between
similar contexts by females is thus because of its similarity
with the training context and not a nonspecific aversion to
novel contexts.
To determine whether generalization by females was a

function of stronger fear in CxtA, we calculated DS. Here,
males had a significantly higher DS (DS= 0.78) than females
(DS= 0.1) (F(1, 28)= 5.58, P= 0.016, ηp

2 = 0.18), demonstrating
stronger generalization of fear from CxtA to CxtB in females
(Figure 1c).

Preexposure to Training Context Reduced Fear
Generalization in Females

Preexposure to the training context decreased generalization
of context fear in females. After preexposure to CxtA and
training in the same context, both male and female mice
showed more freezing in CxtA than CxtB or CxtC (Context:
F(2, 56)= 249.87, Po0.0001, ηp

2 = 0.90); Figure 2b), with no sex
differences in freezing or context generalization
(Sex F(1, 28)o1; Sex ×Context F(2, 56)o1). Preexposure to
CxtA resulted in discrimination between CxtA and CxtB by
females (ABC: Po0.0001 (95% CI: 40.36–60.15); BAC:
P= 0.048 (95% CI: 0.11–19.90), cf CxtA). Males continued
to show little generalization between CxtA and CxtB

Figure 3 Preexposure to CxtB increases generalization of context fear in males. (a) Experimental design. (b) There were no sex differences in freezing in
context. Both males and females showed generalization between CxtA and CxtB. Test order did not affect freezing or generalization (ABC, white background;
BAC, dotted background). (c) Discrimination scores did not differ between males (lined bars) and females (white bars). Error bars represent SEM. *Po0.05,
**Po0.01, ***Po0.001 cf CxtA.
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(ABC: Po0.0001 (95% CI: 29.73–49.52); BAC: Po0.0001
(95% CI: 15.86–35.65) cf CxtA); Figure 2b).
When CxtB was tested before CxtA, both males and

females showed stronger context generalization compared
with animals tested in CxtA first (Context ×Order:
F(2, 56)= 19.57, Po0.0001, ηp

2 = 0.41), and this effect was
more pronounced in females (Context × Sex ×Order:
F(2, 56)= 3.97, P= 0.024, ηp

2 = 0.12; Figure 2b). Analysis of
discrimination scores confirmed these test order effects
(Order: F(1, 28)= 37.77, Po0.0001; Females: Po0.0001 (95%
CI: 0.44–0.91); Males: P= 0.009 (95% CI: 0.09–0.55); Sex ×
Order: F(1, 28)= 4.81, P= 0.037, ηp

2 = 0.15; Figure 2c).
Compared with the previous experiment, preexposure to

CxtA significantly increased the discrimination scores of
females (P= 0.018 (95% CI: 0.08–0.80)) but not males
(P= 0.41; Figures 1c and 2c). Preexposure to the training
context thus reduced context fear generalization in females.
Preexposure to CxtA eliminated the sex differences in

freezing in CxtA (Figure 2a), with only males exhibiting
more freezing after preexposure compared with context fear
conditioning alone (2-way ANOVA PreExp: F(1, 60)= 22.51,
Po0.0001, ηp

2 = 0.27; Sex: F(1, 60)= 7.34, P= 0.009, ηp
2 = 0.11;

PreExp× Sex: F(1, 60)= 6.14, P= 0.002, ηp
2 = 0.10; males:

Po0.001 (95% CI: 17.68–40.45); females: P= 0.114).

Preexposure to CxtB Increased Generalization of
Context Fear in Males

After preexposure to CxtB, there were no sex differences in
freezing or context generalization (Context F(2, 56)= 190.98,
Po0.0001, ηp

2 = 0.87; Sex: largest F(1, 28)o1; Figure 3a). Both
males and females showed a small but significant decrease of
freezing in CxtB compared with CxtA (Females: ABC:
P= 0.002 (95% CI: 7.40–29.35), BAC: P= 0.033 (95% CI:
1.03–22.98); Males: ABC: P= 0.002 (95% CI: 6.90–28.85),

BAC: Po0.0001 (95% CI: 11.53–33.48)) and substantially
less freezing in CxtC (all Po0.0001; Figure 3b). Discrimina-
tion scores did not differ between Context, Order, or Sex
(largest F= 1.02, P= 0.32), demonstrating no sex differences
in context generalization after preexposure to CxtB
(Figure 3c).
In comparison to context fear conditioning alone,

preexposure to CxtB resulted in higher freezing to CxtA,
but only in males (PreExp: F(1, 60)= 11.09, P= 0.001,
ηp
2 = 0.16; Sex: F(1, 60)= 5.64, P= 0.021, ηp

2 = 0.09; PreExp ×
Sex: F(1, 60)= 7.70, P= 0.007, ηp

2 = 0.11). In males, freezing
increased after preexposure to CxtB in both CxtA (Po0.0001
(95% CI: 13.28–36.22)) and CxtB (P= 0.001 (95% CI:
8.35–31.27); Figures 1b and 3b). Accordingly, context
generalization was high in males preexposed to CxtB, with
lower discrimination scores compared with fear conditioning
alone (P= 0.044 (95% CI: 0.01–0.736); Figures 1c and 3c).
Preexposure to CxtB did not alter generalization in females
(P= 0.29).

Sex Differences in Dorsal Hippocampus cFos Activation
after Context Fear Memory Retrieval

We observed more cFos+ cells in males compared with
females in CA1 (Figure 4a), CA3 (Figure 4b), and DG
(Figure 4c) after retrieval of context fear conditioning
with significant main effects of sex in all regions
(CA1: F(1, 26)= 4.6, P= 0.041, ηp

2 = 0.15; CA3: F(1, 26)= 2.90,
P= 0.101; DG: F(1, 26)= 7.36, P= 0.012, ηp

2 = 0.22) and a main
effect of test in CA1 and CA3 (CA1: F(1, 26)= 7.32, P= 0.003,
ηp
2=0.36; CA3: F(2, 26)= 3.43, P= 0.047, ηp

2=0.21; DG:
F(2, 26)= 1.16, P= 0.33). Males exhibited strong activation of
cFos after test in either training (CxtA) or generalization
context (CxtB) compared with naive in both CA1
(CxtA: P= 0.002 (95% CI: 1.47–4.26); CxtB: P= 0.013

Figure 4 Sex differences in dorsal hippocampus and amygdala cFos activity during retrieval and generalization of context fear. (a) Both males and females
show increased cFos+ cells in CA1 following test in CxtA. Only males show increases in CA1 during generalization test in CxtB. (b) Males but not females
show increased cFos positive cells in CA3 during tests in CxtA and CxtB. (c) In DG, males but not females show increased cFos+ cells during memory retrieval
in CxtA. (d) In basal amygdala, females showed increased cFos+ cells after retrieval in CxtA and generalization test in CxtB. All data are normalized to naive
levels. +P= 0.05, *Po0.05, **Po0.01, ***Po0.001 cf same sex naive. Representative images from each group show cFos+ cells.
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(95% CI: 1.15–3.94)) and CA3 (CxtA: P= 0.020 (95% CI:
0.30–3.27); CxtB: P= 0.039 (95% CI: 0.09–3.05)). In contrast,
females showed a significant increase in cFos only in CA1
after test in CxtA (CA1: CxtA: P= 0.05 (95% CI: − 0.04 to
5.03); CA3: CxtA P= 0.27) but not CxtB (CA1: CxtB:
P= 0.661; CA3: CxtB: P= 0.51). In CA1, cFos+ cells were
similar for both males and females in the training context
(CA1: CxtA: P= 0.136), and significantly greater in males in
the generalization context (CA1: CxtB: P= 0.020 (95% CI:
0.55–5.97)). These findings suggest that CA1 is activated
during retrieval of context for both males and females but a
similar context recruits cFos in this region only in males
(Figure 4a).
Similarly, in DG, cFos+ cells were increased in males, only

after test in CxtA (Sex: F(1, 26)= 7.36, P= 0.012, ηp
2 = 0.22;

Test: F(2, 26)= 1.16, P= 0.33; interaction: F(2, 26)= 1.94,
P= 0.17; CxtA: P= 0.025 (95% CI: 0.09–1.23); CxtB:
P= 0.27), whereas females showed no increases in cFos
(CxtA: P= 0.69; CxtB: P= 0.54; Figure 4c).

Sex Differences in Basal Amygdala cFos Activation after
Context Fear Memory Retrieval

In the basal amygdala (Figure 4d), females but not males
showed an increased number of cFos+ cells (Sex:
F(1, 26)= 10.74, P= 0.003, ηp

2 = 0.29; Condition F(2, ,26)= 9.19,
P= 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.41; Interaction: F(2, 26)= 2.14, P= 0.14). In
females, testing in CxtA (Po0.0001 (95% CI: 1.47–4.26)) or
CxtB (P= 0.001 (95% CI: 1.15–3.94)) resulted in increased
cFos+ cells compared with naives. In contrast, no such
activation was observed in males (CxtA: P= 0.18; CxtB:
P= 0.15). After both tests, the number of cFos+ cells in basal
amygdala was significantly higher in females compared with
males (CxtA: P= 0.003 (95% CI: 0.76–3.26); CxtB: P= 0.012
(95% CI: 0.38–2.88); Figure 4d).
Together, these results suggest that males and females

differentially recruit fear memory-associated brain regions
during retrieval, with males showing preferential cFos
activation of hippocampus and females preferentially acti-
vating cFos in amygdala.

Males and Females Show Similar cFos Activation in
Dorsal Hippocampus and Amygdala during Memory
Consolidation

After training, cFos+ cells were increased in males and
females in CA1 (Training: F(1,14)= 18.92, P= 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.58;
Sex: F(1, 14)o1; Sex ×Training: F(1, 14)o1; Figure 5a) and in
basal amygdala (Training: F(1, 14)= 19.55, P= 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.58;
Sex: F(1, 14)o1; Sex ×Training: F(1, 14)o1; Figure 5d) after
context fear conditioning. The post hoc tests confirmed
increased cFos in both females (CA1: P= 0.005 (95% CI:
0.70–3.30); BA: P= 0.003 (95% CI: 0.69–2.74)) and males
(CA1: P= 0.012 (95% CI: 0.50–3.41); BA: P= 0.017 (95% CI:
0.31–2.60)). These findings suggest that males and females
show similar activation of cFos in hippocampus and
amygdala during consolidation of context fear conditioning.

DISCUSSION

Here we demonstrated that females show greater general-
ization of context fear conditioning than males as well as sex-
specific patterns of retrieval-induced cFos in hippocampus
and amygdala. Together with previous findings demonstrat-
ing that hippocampal activation correlates with less general-
ization of context fear in males (Wiltgen et al, 2010) because
of its role in retrieval of detailed information about context
(Gafford et al, 2013), our results suggest that males and
females utilize different neural correlates or molecular
mechanisms in retrieval of context-associated memories.
Our observation that females showed less context speci-

ficity of context fear conditioning than males is consistent
with studies demonstrating sex differences in learning and
consolidation of context representations (Wiltgen et al, 2001,
2010) and in hippocampal mechanisms of context fear
conditioning (Antunes-Martins et al, 2007; Dachtler et al,
2011; Mizuno et al, 2006, 2007; Moore et al, 2010). Our data
further demonstrate that sex differences in context fear-
associated memory and hippocampal activity occur even
when both males and females show strong context fear
responses. These findings add to the growing consideration

Figure 5 No sex differences in dorsal hippocampus and amygdala cFos activity during consolidation of context fear conditioning. (a) Both males and females
show more cFos+ cells in CA1 after context fear conditioning. (b, c) Neither males nor females show elevated cFos in CA3 (b) or DG (c) after fear
conditioning. (d) Males and females show similar cFos activation in basal amygdala after context fear conditioning. All data are normalized to naive levels. Error
bars indicate SEM. BA, basal amygdala; CFC, context fear conditioning; DG, dentate gyrus. *Po0.05, **Po0.01 cf same sex naive.
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of sex differences as complex and nuanced. Previous studies
of context fear conditioning have demonstrated male-specific
mechanisms of context fear conditioning (Antunes-Martins
et al, 2007; Dachtler et al, 2011; Mizuno et al, 2006; Moore
et al, 2010). This is the first paper to observe both male- and
female-biased neural correlates of fear-associated memory
retrieval, thereby providing some initial insight into how
(Maney, 2016; De Vries, 2004) males and females differ in
this task.
Sex differences in context fear conditioning in this task

cannot be simply attributed to less efficient formation of
context representations in females. Preexposure to the
training context appeared to enhance context fear condition-
ing in males, consistent with prior evidence that stronger
context representations are required for formation of
context–shock associations (Fanselow, 1990; Rudy and
O’Reilly, 1999). In contrast, females did not show better
context fear conditioning after context preexposure, but
instead decreased generalization between similar contexts.
These results demonstrate that both males and females
require additional time to learn detailed representations of
context but might use context information in different ways.
Whereas females are biased toward increased freezing in
ambiguous contexts, males are biased toward increased
freezing only in contexts that are strongly associated with
aversive events. These findings raise the intriguing possibility
that sex differences in generalization between similar
contexts are due to differences in retrieval of context
information.
Supporting the role of retrieval mechanisms in context

generalization, in females, preexposure to the training
context decreased generalization in a test-order-specific
manner—ie, only when tested first in the training context.
This has several implications: first, learning about CxtA
before context fear conditioning is not sufficient to reduce
context generalization as female mice tested in test order
CxtB and then CxtA continued to generalize. Second, as
females tested in test order CxtA and then CxtB show robust
discrimination, retrieval in CxtA and postretrieval processing
such as extinction may contribute to reduced ambiguity and
thus decreased fear in subsequent exposures to a similar
context.
Counter to our expectations that preexposure to CxtB

would not affect context generalization, we observed
increased generalization in males, suggesting that retrieval
of the CxtA representation is less specific than after context
fear conditioning alone. This effect is somewhat surprising,
as learning about CxtB (with no shock) and CxtA (paired
with shock) should result in no impairment, and potentially
enhance, context discrimination. Our results are consistent,
however, with findings that preexposure to a context
followed by an immediate footshock in a different box
results in conditioned fear to the preexposure context (Bae
et al, 2015; Rudy and O’Reilly, 2001). Our data extend these
findings to show that this overgeneralization effect occurs
even when male mice are given sufficient time to form a
conjunctive hippocampal representation of the training
context. In contrast, preexposure to CxtB in males, similarly
to CxtA, increased freezing levels to that of females. These
data suggest that after preexposure to CxtB, males are unable
to retrieve a sufficiently distinct memory of the training
context to suppress freezing in a similar context.

Our data exclude the possibility that increased general-
ization by females is due to more defensive behaviors in
novel contexts. First, males and females did not differ in
freezing to a very different context, despite its novelty.
Second, after preexposure to the training context, males and
females showed equivalent low levels of freezing to the novel
CxtB. Third, after preexposure to CxtB, both males and
females showed strong freezing in CxtB, despite its
familiarity. Finally, recent data suggest that in contrast to
showing more freezing, females are more likely to show
active behavioral responses to shock-associated stimuli
(Gruene et al, 2015a). Stronger generalization in females,
therefore, cannot be explained by a greater propensity to
express freezing responses in novel situations and must
therefore be due to sex differences in memory processes.
In accordance with a retrieval-based account of context

fear generalization, we observed sex differences in cFos
activation in hippocampus and basal amygdala after memory
retrieval, but not consolidation. Specifically, we observed that
males had stronger activation in dorsal hippocampus after
tests in both CxtA and CxtB, whereas females had greater
amygdala activation. That cFos activity did not correlate with
levels of freezing behavior in either males or females is
consistent with previous work demonstrating that hippo-
campal cFos production does not drive freezing behavior
(Tronson et al, 2009; Wiltgen et al, 2010). Sex differences in
hippocampal cFos activation suggest that males and females
utilize either different underlying molecular mechanisms or
an overlapping subset of brain regions in the retrieval of
memories for fear-associated contexts.
It is noteworthy that cFos activation does not only reflect

memory retrieval. In the hippocampus, cFos has been
strongly linked with novelty detection (Radulovic and
Tronson, 2010; Radulovic et al, 1998; Yochiy et al, 2012)
and habituates with repeated exposure to a context
(Radulovic et al, 1998; Tronson et al, 2009). Within this
conceptual framework, our data suggest that females retrieve
a strong context representation in CxtA, where less
hippocampal cFos represents recognition that CxtA is
familiar. Furthermore, it suggests that failure to upregulate
cFos in CxtB reflects recognition of the similarity between
contexts by females, thus triggering fear responses in CxtB.
In contrast, robust cFos in both CxtA and CxtB by males
suggests that both contexts are perceived as somewhat new,
resulting in less freezing compared with females. This
interpretation is also consistent with previous findings
demonstrating an inverse relationship between hippocampal
cFos levels and generalization of context-related fear
(Wiltgen et al, 2010), where freezing to a generalization
context is high when cFos is low (ie, recognized as similar to
the training context), and freezing is low when cFos is high
(ie, the generalization context is perceived as distinct from
the training context and therefore novel). This conceptual
framework also suggests that sex differences in hippocampal
and amygdalar cFos levels during retrieval and generalization
of context fear conditioning suggest that males and females
are either using different processing strategies or using
different circuit or molecular mechanisms during retrieval of
context-associated fear.
Given that hippocampus is associated with detailed

memory for context (Gafford et al, 2013) whereas amygdala
is associated with emotional information (Cahill et al, 2001)
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and memory ‘gist’ (Adolphs et al, 2001), these findings also
suggest that males and females show biases in retrieval of
affective and contextual information. This possibility paral-
lels findings from spatial memory tasks where sex differences
are reliably observed in the kind of information and
strategies preferentially used (Chai and Jacobs, 2010; Keeley
et al, 2013; Rodríguez et al, 2010; Yagi et al, 2015). Whether
males and females similarly show different dominant
strategies for context fear conditioning remains unknown.
Sex differences in recruitment of brain regions during

retrieval may result from differential competition between
memory systems. It is well known that during aversive
memory tasks, for example, hippocampal activity can result
in suppression of amygdala processes, and vice versa
(Biedenkapp and Rudy, 2009; McDonald and White, 1995;
Mcintyre et al, 2002). In females, activation of amygdala may
therefore modulate hippocampal activity, resulting in greater
defensive responses and less accurate retrieval of detailed
context information. Recent evidence, however, suggests that
(in males) optogenetic stimulation of dentate gyrus cells
tagged during consolidation of fear conditioning is sufficient
to retrieve a context fear memory (Liu et al, 2012), in part via
connections with basal amygdala (Ryan et al, 2015). That
hippocampal–amygdala interactions can either act coopera-
tively or competitively further suggests that different circuits
or molecular mechanisms activated in males and females
may result in very different behavioral outcomes.
Other brain regions may also be differentially required for

retrieval of context fear memories in males and females and
involved in competition between memory systems. For
example, retrosplenial cortex is required for retrieval of
recent and remote context fear memories in males (Corcoran
et al, 2011; Cowasange et al, 2014). In addition, anterior
cingulate cortex is implicated in retrieval of remote
(Frankland et al, 2004), and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)
in retrieval of recent (Zelikowsky et al, 2013) context fear
memories. The role of mPFC in modulation of amygdala
activation (Quirk et al, 2003; Sotres-Bayon et al, 2012) and
hippocampus (Jin and Maren, 2015), possibly via nucleus
reuniens (Varela et al, 2015; Xu and Südhof, 2013), as well as
sex differences in mPFC activation during extinction of fear
(Gruene et al, 2015b) make this brain region particularly
interesting for mediating differential competition between
memory systems and context generalization in males and
females.
Differential effects of sex and stress hormones on

hippocampal and amygdalar function may also mediate sex
differences in mechanisms of memory retrieval. In females,
hippocampal estrogens regulate generalization of passive
avoidance (Lynch et al, 2014, 2016), whereas in males,
testosterone decreases amygdala activity during memory
retrieval (Chen et al, 2014). Corticosterone alters hippocam-
pus activation (Bohacek et al, 2015; Conrad et al, 2004),
competition between memory systems (Beck and Luine,
2010), and is differentially increased during retrieval of fear-
associated memories in males and females (Daviu et al,
2014). Sex and stress hormones may thereby contribute to
sex differences in retrieval-induced hippocampal and amyg-
dalar mechanisms, and greater generalization of context fear
in females.
The initial consolidation of memory determines, in part,

which cells store the memory trace (Josselyn et al, 2015) and

thus which brain regions are required during memory
retrieval, suggesting that sex differences in memory con-
solidation should also be evident. Nevertheless, we observed
that dorsal hippocampus was activated during consolidation
of context fear conditioning in both males and females. This
is consistent with findings that both males and females
activate hippocampus during consolidation of context fear
but recruit different molecular mechanisms in this region
(Dachtler et al, 2011; Keiser and Tronson, 2016; Mizuno
et al, 2007). It remains unclear how sex differences in
mechanisms of memory consolidation contribute to subse-
quent retrieval and generalization of context fear.
These findings add to growing evidence for sex differences

in context fear conditioning and, more generally, sex
differences in memory processes. Studies of context fear
conditioning have observed impaired context fear condition-
ing in females compared with males (Gresack et al, 2009;
Maren et al, 1994), no differences (Dachtler et al, 2011;
Moore et al, 2010), or differences dependent on protocol
(Wiltgen et al, 2001). In contrast, we found that females have
stronger context fear conditioning and concurrently more
context generalization. What is consistent across these
studies is that they show differential utilization of hippo-
campus in females compared with males. This has been
exhibited in the form of less hippocampal plasticity (Maren
et al, 1994), recruitment of plasticity-related signaling
compared with males (Gresack et al, 2009), and more time
required for context representations and context fear
conditioning (Wiltgen et al, 2001). In these studies, females
show less—or delayed—context fear conditioning. Our
findings extend this literature to show that males and
females differ in context generalization and hippocampal
activity during retrieval even under conditions in which
females show stronger context fear context fear conditioning
than males. Additional studies have demonstrated sex-
specific involvement of glutamatergic (Dachtler et al, 2011)
and GABAergic (Moore et al, 2010) receptors, and diverging
signal transduction mechanisms and gene expression in the
hippocampus (Antunes-Martins et al, 2007; Mizuno et al,
2006, 2012) during learning and consolidation of context fear
conditioning. We additionally demonstrate that males and
females differentially recruit hippocampal mechanisms and
open the possibility that amygdalar-dependent mechanisms
also exhibit sex differences in memory retrieval.
Together, our data demonstrate sex differences in retrieval

of context fear conditioning, where females show more
context generalization and more amygdala activation, and
males show strong context discrimination and greater
hippocampal activation. Sex differences in memory retrieval
have important implications for post-retrieval memory
processes, including extinction and memory reconsolidation,
and important caveats for their use in treatments for
disorders of anxiety and PTSD. Finally, given the role of
fear generalization in these disorders (Lissek et al, 2014), our
findings suggest that differential circuit activation during
anxiety and recall of trauma-associated memories may
contribute to increased generalization in women, and higher
risk of these disorders in women.
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